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ABSTRACT
A method of analyzing a thermal image of a coated substrate to determine the presence of defects includes determining a defect temperature range based on a color of the coated substrate and the maximum temperature of the coated substrate in the thermal image. Thereafter, the thermal image is processed by determining a signal value of a pixel of interest based on a temperature of the pixel of interest, temperatures of pixels in a kernel of pixels surrounding the pixel of interest, and the color of the coated substrate. The signal value of the pixel of interest is then compared to the lower temperature threshold of the defect temperature range, wherein the pixel of interest is a defect location when the signal value of the pixel of interest is greater than or equal to the lower temperature threshold.

20 Claims, 10 Drawing Sheets


Turder D “Predicting the geometry and location of defects in adhesive and spot welded lap joints using steady state thermal techniques” Thermosense XXI, 3700 Orlando-Florida, pp. 54-62, Apr. 6-8, 1999.
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR DETECTING DEFECTS IN COATINGS UTILIZING COLOR-BASED THERMAL MISMATCH

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present specification generally relates to systems and methods for detecting defects in coatings and, more specifically, to systems and methods for detecting defects in coated substrates utilizing infrared thermography in conjunction with color-based thermal mismatch.

BACKGROUND

The finish of a product or object, such as the visible surface of a painted object, plays an important role in a consumer’s perception of the quality of the object. Accordingly, for high quality automobile and other vehicles and/or articles of manufacture, the inspection of coatings, such as paint coatings, for defects is an important part of quality control. For example, the body panels of an automobile may receive at least four coatings including a protective coat, an adhesion aid coat, a paint coat and a clear coat. Defects occurring in any one of the coatings applied to a properly prepared substrate or surface may diminish a consumer’s perception of the automobile. Such defects may include, but are not limited to, dust, hair, metallic particles, coating over spray, incomplete spray, stripping and flake penetration.

In order to identify defects in a coating each coating may be evaluated after application. Previously, evaluation of the quality of a coating was often based on human inspection, which can be a tedious and subjective process which requires meaningful skill and training. Other, automated inspection procedures have been developed which use charge-coupled device (CCD) optical sensors that sense imperfections through light reflected from the coated surface. However, this technique is not particularly effective for complex, curved and/or hidden geometries (i.e. automobile body panels) because of its sensitivity and dependence on reflection and scattering angles.

Other inspection techniques have been developed which use infrared cameras to inspect certain products (i.e. semiconductor chips) for surface anomalies or defects. However, such inspection techniques are limited solely on the spatial analysis of pixel values with that of known (standard) values without any account for the temporal behavior of the pixel values (e.g., change of temperature over time). Further, while other techniques have been utilized to measure the change of temperature over time, such techniques do not compare the measured change of temperature of pixels to that of surrounding pixels, and therefore fail to efficiently and effectively detect subsurface anomalies. Moreover, many inspection procedures require comparison to a known non-defective area within a thermal profile for thermal deviation determinations while others require continuous acquisition of a sequence of data files. Such procedures can also require operator intervention, significant time requirements, and/or computational complexities not suited for real-time applications.

Accordingly, a need exists for alternative methods and systems for inspecting a substrate for defects which may be present in a coating applied to the substrate.

SUMMARY

In one embodiment, a method of analyzing a thermal image of a coated substrate to determine the presence of defects includes determining a color of the coated substrate and determining a maximum temperature of the coated substrate. A defect temperature range is determined based on the color of the coated substrate and the maximum temperature of the coated substrate. A pixel of interest is also identified. Thereafter, the thermal image is processed by determining a signal value of the pixel of interest based on a temperature of the pixel of interest, temperatures of pixels in a kernel of pixels surrounding the pixel of interest, and the color of the coated substrate. The signal value of the pixel of interest is then compared to the lower temperature threshold of the defect temperature range, wherein the pixel of interest is a defect location when the signal value of the pixel of interest is greater than or equal to the lower temperature threshold.

In another embodiment, a method for detecting defects in a coated substrate includes determining a color of the coated substrate. The temperature of the coated substrate is manipulated and a thermal image of the coated substrate is acquired. The maximum temperature of the coated substrate is determined from the thermal image. A defect temperature range is determined based on a color of the coated substrate and the maximum temperature of the coated substrate in the thermal image and a pixel of interest is identified. Thereafter, the thermal image is processed by determining a signal value of a pixel of interest based on a temperature of the pixel of interest, temperatures of pixels in a kernel of pixels surrounding the pixel of interest, and the color of the coated substrate. The signal value of the pixel of interest is then compared to the lower temperature threshold of the defect temperature range, wherein the pixel of interest is a defect location when the signal value of the pixel of interest is greater than or equal to the lower temperature threshold.

In yet another embodiment, a defect detection system for detecting a defect in a coated substrate includes a thermal detector electrically coupled to a controller and at least one temperature manipulation device electrically coupled to the controller. The controller is programmed to: receive an input indicative of a color of the coated substrate; manipulate a temperature of the coated substrate with the temperature manipulation device; acquire a thermal image of the coated substrate with the thermal detector; determine a maximum temperature of the coated substrate from the thermal image; determine a defect temperature range based on the color of the coated substrate and the maximum temperature of the coated substrate; identify a pixel of interest; and process the thermal image by determining a signal value of a pixel of interest based on a temperature of the pixel of interest, temperatures of pixels in a kernel of pixels surrounding the pixel of interest, and the color of the coated substrate and comparing the signal value of the pixel of interest to a lower temperature threshold of the defect temperature range, wherein the pixel of interest is a defect location when the signal value of the pixel of interest is greater than or equal to the lower temperature threshold.

These and additional features provided by the embodiments described herein will be more fully understood in view of the following detailed description, in conjunction with the drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The embodiments set forth in the drawings are illustrative and exemplary in nature and not intended to limit the subject matter defined by the claims. The following detailed description of the illustrative embodiments can be understood when read in conjunction with the following drawings, where like structure is indicated with like reference numerals and in which:

FIG. 1 depicts a defect detection system for detecting a defect in a coating utilizing color-based thermal mismatch according to one or more embodiments shown and described herein;
FIG. 2 depicts a test apparatus for determining the effect of color on the thermal effusivity of a coating applied to a substrate according to one or more embodiments shown and described herein;

FIG. 3 depicts the temperature histories of four different colored coatings;

FIG. 4 depicts the temperature (y-axis) of four different colored coatings over the square root of time (x-axis) to illustrate the effect of the different thermal effusivities of each colored coating;

FIG. 5 depicts the temperature histories of a red colored coating with and a red colored coating without a defect;

FIG. 6A depicts a thermal image of a coated substrate with a known defect which may be used to calibrate the defect detection system depicted in FIG. 1;

FIG. 6B depicts the thermal image of FIG. 7A after manual processing to identify the known defect and calibrate the color of the coated substrate to specific color parameters;

FIG. 7 is a flow diagram of one method of determining the presence of a defect in a coating utilizing color-based thermal mismatch according to one or more embodiments shown and described herein;

FIG. 8 is a flow diagram of one method of processing a thermal image to identify defects according to one or more embodiments shown and described herein;

FIGS. 9A and 9B illustrate a thermal image of a coated substrate before and after processing utilizing the method of FIGS. 7 and 8;

FIG. 10 schematically depicts a kernel of pixels $K_{pe}$ according to one or more embodiments shown and described herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 generally depicts one embodiment of a defect detection system for inspecting a coated substrate to identify defects which may be present in the coating. The defect detection system generally comprises a controller, an object detector coupled to the controller for determining a color of the coated substrate, a temperature manipulation device coupled to the controller for manipulating the temperature of the coating applied to the substrate, and a thermal detector for collecting a thermal image of the coating on the substrate after the temperature of the coating has been manipulated. The defect detection system, the principles of operation of the defect detection system, and methods of using the defect detection system will be described in more detail herein.

The defect detection system 100 depicted in FIG. 1 and described herein operates on the principle of thermal mismatch between the defect and the coating layer(s) in which the defect is present. In particular, when the temperature of a surface and/or coating(s) containing a defect is manipulated (i.e., increased or decreased), the thermal effusivity and thermal diffusivity of the defect and the coating(s) in which the defect is contained may be different and, as such, the defect and the coating may have different changes in temperature in response to the thermal manipulation. Using this principle, a thermal detector, such as an infrared camera or a similar detector, may be used to monitor the changes in the temperature of both the defect and the coating and, utilizing the aforementioned principle, distinguish the defect from the coating.

More particularly, the thermal diffusivity of a material is a measure of the rate at which thermal energy (i.e., heat) may diffuse through a material. Generally, materials that have high thermal conductivity also have high thermal diffusivity and respond more quickly to changes in temperature than do materials with low thermal conductivity. The thermal diffusivity $\alpha$ of a material may be expressed by the Parker Flash equation as follows:

$$\alpha = \frac{1.38L^2}{\pi^2t_{1/2}},$$

where $L$ is the thickness of the material and $t_{1/2}$ is the time it takes to raise the temperature of the material to 50% of its maximum for a given thermal input. Alternatively, the thermal diffusivity may also be expressed in terms of the thermal properties of the material such that:

$$\alpha = \frac{\kappa}{\rho c_p},$$

where $\kappa$ is the thermal conductivity of the material, $\rho$ is the density of the material, and $c_p$ is the specific heat of the material. The product of $\rho$ and $c_p$ may be written as:

$$\rho c_p = \frac{Q}{L \Delta T_{max}},$$

where $Q$ is an applied thermal energy per unit area, $L$ is the thickness of the material and $\Delta T_{max}$ is the maximum change in temperature of the material due to the applied thermal energy.

The thermal effusivity of a material is a measure of the ability of a material to increase its temperature in response to a given thermal input. More specifically, the thermal effusivity $\varepsilon$ (also referred to as thermal inertia) of a material may be expressed as:

$$\varepsilon = \frac{\kappa}{\sqrt{\alpha}} = \frac{\kappa}{\pi} \sqrt{\frac{1}{L} \frac{t_{1/2}}{1.38}},$$

where $\kappa$ is the thermal conductivity of the material, $\rho$ is the density of the material, and $c_p$ is the specific heat of the material. Based on the foregoing, the thermal effusivity of a material may be described as a function of the thermal diffusivity such that:

$$\varepsilon = \frac{\kappa}{\sqrt{\alpha}} = \kappa \sqrt{\frac{t_{1/2}}{1.38}}.$$

The difference between the thermal effusivity of a defect $\varepsilon_d$ and the thermal effusivity of a coating $\varepsilon_c$ in which the defect resides results in a thermal mismatch and, as such, a different thermal wave may be reflected or emitted from the defect compared to the thermal wave reflected or emitted from the coating. More specifically, the thermal mismatch $\Gamma$ between the thermal effusivity of the defect $\varepsilon_d$ and the thermal effusivity of the coating $\varepsilon_c$ may be expressed mathematically as:

$$\Gamma = \frac{\varepsilon_d - \varepsilon_c}{\varepsilon_d + \varepsilon_c} = \sqrt{\frac{\kappa_d c_p d}{\rho_d c_p d} - \frac{\kappa_c c_p c}{\rho_c c_p c}} + \sqrt{\frac{\kappa_d c_p d}{\rho_d c_p d} + \frac{\kappa_c c_p c}{\rho_c c_p c}}.$$

As described above, the thermal mismatch between two materials results in different thermal waves being reflected or emitted from the materials. For example, considering an epoxy resin ($\varepsilon_c = 667 \text{ W/s}^0.5/\text{m}^2\text{k}$) having an air pocket (i.e., a defect with $\varepsilon_d = 0.19 \text{ W/s}^0.5/\text{m}^2\text{k}$), the thermal mismatch
between the epoxy resin and the air pocket may be expressed as:

$$\frac{\varepsilon - \varepsilon_c}{\varepsilon + \varepsilon_c} = \frac{9.19 - 6.67}{9.19 + 6.67} \approx -0.97.$$  (7)

Thus, the thermal mismatch between the epoxy resin and the air pocket may be about 97%. Accordingly, the interface between the air pocket and the epoxy resin only reflects or emits approximately 97% of the thermal energy reflected by the epoxy resin without an air pocket (e.g., an epoxy resin with a defect).

It has now been determined that different colors may have different thermal effusivities \( \varepsilon \) and, as such, the thermal effusivity of the color of a coating and/or substrate can be taken into account when determining the thermal mismatch between a coating and a possible defect in the coating thereby improving the resolution of defects in the coating.

Referring now to FIG. 2, an apparatus is shown for experimentally determining the effects of color on the thermal effusivity and thermal diffusivity of a coating. The experimental setup includes a temperature manipulation device 106, a heat shield 150, and a thermal detector 102. In the apparatus shown the temperature manipulation device 106 is an incandescent bulb capable of producing a light pulse of 500 μs with a power of 500 Watts. The thermal detector is an infrared camera. The heat shield 150 comprises a thermally insulating material which includes a window 152 which passes through the heat shield 150.

In order to determine the effect of color on thermal effusivity and thermal diffusivity, a substrate 170 having a colored coating 160 disposed thereon may be placed over the window. The temperature manipulation device 106 and thermal detector 102 are oriented opposite sides of the window 152 such that the uncoated surface of the substrate 170 faces the temperature manipulation device 106 and the color coating 160 faces the thermal detector 102. The temperature manipulation device 106 is then activated and emits a pulse of light which heats the portion of the substrate 170 exposed in the window 152. The heat is propagated through the substrate 170 and into the color coating 160. The temperature detector 102 records the temperature of the colored coating 160 over time as the colored coating is heated and cools.

Table 1 contains the values for the thermal effusivity \( \varepsilon \) of four different colored coatings which were calculated using Equation (4) in conjunction with experimental data (i.e., \( t_{1/2} \)) derived with the apparatus shown in FIG. 2. As shown in Table 1, each of the colored coatings had a similar thickness \( L \). While the coatings have similar physical dimensions, each colored coating has a different thermal effusivity \( \varepsilon \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Paint Condition</th>
<th>( L ) (m)</th>
<th>( t_{1/2} ) (s)</th>
<th>( \alpha ) (m²/s)</th>
<th>( \Delta T_\text{max} ) (K)</th>
<th>( \kappa ) (W/m·K)</th>
<th>( e ) (W m⁻² K⁻¹)</th>
<th>( \Gamma )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>white</td>
<td>No defect</td>
<td>7.3 × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>7.327 × 10⁻³</td>
<td>10.1337 × 10⁻⁶</td>
<td>7.466</td>
<td>36.533</td>
<td>1.3476 × 10⁶</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>white</td>
<td>No defect</td>
<td>8.0 × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>13.592 × 10⁻³</td>
<td>6.58375 × 10⁻⁶</td>
<td>7.565</td>
<td>21.375</td>
<td>0.8330 × 10⁴</td>
<td>15.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silver</td>
<td>No defect</td>
<td>7.0 × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>23.876 × 10⁻³</td>
<td>2.86954 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>5.654</td>
<td>14.246</td>
<td>0.8409 × 10⁴</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silver</td>
<td>Defect</td>
<td>8.1 × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>26.591 × 10⁻³</td>
<td>3.44994 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>5.949</td>
<td>14.067</td>
<td>0.7571 × 10⁴</td>
<td>5.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>red</td>
<td>No defect</td>
<td>7.0 × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>3.5117 × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>1.24304 × 10⁻⁶</td>
<td>6.527</td>
<td>53.466</td>
<td>1.5165 × 10⁶</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>red</td>
<td>Defect</td>
<td>8.1 × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>5.6595 × 10⁻³</td>
<td>1.24304 × 10⁻⁶</td>
<td>6.527</td>
<td>53.466</td>
<td>1.5165 × 10⁶</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>green</td>
<td>No defect</td>
<td>6.8 × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>5.0307 × 10⁻³</td>
<td>12.8520 × 10⁻⁶</td>
<td>6.316</td>
<td>60.522</td>
<td>1.6882 × 10⁴</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>green</td>
<td>Defect</td>
<td>7.8 × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>15.9643 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>6.199</td>
<td>64.874</td>
<td>1.6236 × 10⁶</td>
<td>1.95%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Referring now to FIGS. 3-4, FIG. 3 shows the temperature history for each of the four defect-free colored coatings of Table 1 on the y-axis while the x-axis depicts the square root of time. As shown in FIG. 3, each colored coating had a rapid increase in temperature to a maximum temperature followed by a gradual decrease in temperature after being heated by the heat source.

To better illustrate the effect of thermal effusivity on the temperature of the material, FIG. 4 shows the temperature of each of the four defect-free coatings of Table 1 on the y-axis while the x-axis depicts the square root of time. As shown in FIG. 4, each color has a different thermal response which is believed to be due to the different thermal effusivities of each of the colored coatings. For example, the red and the green colored coatings exhibit similar thermal behavior upon being heated, as illustrated in FIG. 4. However, the blue and white colored coatings have thermal effusivity values different from those of the red and green colored coatings and thus exhibit different thermal behavior upon being heated.

Referring now to FIG. 5, the thermal history of a red colored coating both with and without a defect is shown over time. The data shown in FIG. 5 was collected with the apparatus depicted in FIG. 2. As illustrated in FIG. 5, the red colored coating both with and without a defect initially responds similarly to heating, i.e., the temperature initially increases rapidly to a maximum temperature. However, after being heated, the red colored coating without a defect initially cools much more rapidly than the red colored coating with a defect. It is believed that the difference in the rate of cooling is due primarily to the different thermal effusivity values of the defect in the coating.

Based on the foregoing, it should be understood that different colored coatings have different thermal diffusivities and different thermal effusivities. The different values for thermal diffusivity and thermal effusivity of each color may take into account when determining the presence of a defect in a coating using the defect detection system 100 shown in FIG. 1 and the corresponding infrared thermographic techniques thereby improving the capability of the defect detection system to identify defects in coated substrates.

Referring again to FIG. 1, the defect detection system 100 for inspecting a coated substrate to identify defects in the coating may generally comprise a controller 104, a thermal detector 102, and at least one temperature manipulation device 106. The controller 104 may comprise a programmable logic controller (PLC) such as, for example, a computer or similar PLC operable to execute a programmed instruction set (i.e., software) or an instruction set resident on
the hardware of the PLC (i.e., firmware). The controller 104 may comprise at least one memory storage device. Alternatively, the controller 104 may be operatively coupled to at least one memory storage device.

The thermal detector 102 may comprise any sensor or combination of sensors operable to measure thermal radiation emitted from a surface and/or the change in temperature of a surface over a period of time and convert the measured thermal radiation and/or change in temperature to an electronic data signal. In the embodiments of the defect detection system 100 shown herein, the thermal detector 102 is an infrared camera such as, for example, an SC4000 infrared camera manufactured by FLIR Inc. The thermal detector 102 is positioned a distance of 500 mm from the coated substrate and has a field of view of 120 mm by 100 mm. The thermal detector 102 is generally positioned such that the focal plane of the camera is parallel to the surface of the coated substrate. The thermal detector 102 may be electrically coupled to the controller 104. The controller 104 may be operable to send control signals to the thermal detector 102 and thereby switch the thermal detector on and off. Further, the controller 104 may be operable to receive an electronic data signal from the thermal detector 102 and analyze the data signal to identify defects, as will be described in more detail herein.

The temperature manipulation device 106 may include any device operable to increase or decrease the temperature of a coated substrate and thereby create a thermal contrast between the coating on the coated substrate and a defect in the coating. Accordingly, it should be understood that the temperature manipulation device 106 may be operable to either heat or cool a coated substrate.

In the embodiment of the defect detection system 100 shown in FIG. 1, the defect detection system comprises a pair of temperature manipulation devices 106 positioned on each side of the thermal detector 102. In this embodiment, the temperature manipulation devices 106 are operable to raise the temperature of a coated substrate through the application of radiant thermal energy. Specifically, each of the temperature manipulation devices 106 comprises six 500 watt halogen bulbs which, when activated, may increase the temperature of a coated substrate 200 positioned in front of the temperature manipulation devices 106. The temperature manipulation devices 106 are generally positioned such that the light emitted from the temperature manipulation devices is substantially normal to the surface of the coated substrate. The temperature manipulation devices 106 are electrically coupled to a power controller 105 which, in turn, is electrically coupled to the controller 104 which is operable to send a control signal to the power controller 105 and thereby switch the temperature manipulation devices 106 on and off. Still referring to FIG. 1, the defect detection system 100 may be used in conjunction with an automated or semi-automated production or assembly line in which coated substrates are moved between production stations with a conveyor, such as a conveyor belt or an overhead conveyor system. In the embodiments shown herein, the conveyor is a conveyor belt 120. In one embodiment, in order to time the activation of the temperature manipulation devices 106 and the thermal detector 102, the defect detection system 100 may additionally include a conveyor speed detector 140 and an object detector 130. The conveyor speed detector 140 may be operable to detect the speed of the conveyor belt 120 and convert the detected speed into an electronic data signal. The conveyor speed detector 140 may be electrically coupled to the controller 104 which is operable to receive the electronic data signal indicative of the speed of the conveyor belt 120 from the conveyor speed detector 140. The object detector 130 may comprise one or more sensors for detecting the presence of a coated substrate 200 on the conveyor belt 120 and provide the controller 104 with an electronic signal indicative of the presence of the coated substrate 200. For example, the object detector 130 may comprise a proximity sensor, an electric eye or similar type of sensor. The controller 104 is operable to receive the electronic signal from the object detector 130 and, based on the speed of the conveyor belt and the relative positioning between the object detector 130 and the temperature manipulation devices 106 and thermal detector 102, determine the appropriate timing for switching on the thermal detector 102 and temperature manipulation devices 106. In one embodiment, the object detector 130 may be further operable to detect a color of the coated substrate 200, as will be described in more detail herein.

The defect detection system 100 may be used to detect defects in a coated substrate utilizing color-based thermal mismatch. However, before the defect detection system can be used to detect defects based on color-based thermal mismatch, the defect detection system 100 must be calibrated for specific colors.

Referring to FIG. 1 and FIGS. 6A and 6B, the defect detection system 100 may be calibrated for specific colors by placing a coated substrate with a specified color coating and a known defect in the field of view of the thermal detector 102. The temperature of the coated substrate is then manipulated (i.e., heated in the embodiments described herein) with the temperature manipulation devices 106. In the embodiments described herein, heating may be accomplished by directing a 700 msec pulse of light onto the coated substrate 200 such that the temperature of the coated substrate is increased by about 5°C to about 7°C.

Thereafter, a thermal image 210 of the coated substrate 200 is captured as the coated substrate cools. The thermal image is transmitted to the controller 104 where the image is stored in a memory operably associated with the controller 104 for further processing. The differences in the emissivity of the coating and the emissivity of the defect cause a thermal mismatch such that the coating and the defect have two different temperatures. However, as described above, the color of the coating also affects the thermal emissivity of the coating.

In order to identify defects in the colored coating, a set of color parameters are used as will be described in more detail herein with respect to FIGS. 7 and 8. These color parameters include: the upper temperature threshold factor $\theta$; the lower temperature threshold factor $\delta$; the kernel size $\sigma$; the standard deviation factor $\alpha$; the highlight factor $\beta$; and the dim factor $\gamma$. Each of the color parameters are dependent on the color of the coating applied to the substrate and thus vary with the color of the coating.

The upper temperature threshold factor $\theta$ and the lower temperature threshold factor $\delta$ are used in conjunction with the maximum temperature of the thermal image to determine an upper temperature threshold $T_{\theta}$ and a lower temperature threshold $T_{\delta}$ which bound a defect temperature range for the specific color. The upper temperature threshold $T_{\theta}=\theta T_{\text{max}}$ and the lower temperature threshold $T_{\delta}=\delta T_{\text{max}}$.

The kernel size $\sigma$ is an odd integer which relates to how much of an area (i.e., how many adjacent pixels) surrounding a pixel of interest $P$ (e.g., a potential defect location) should be considered when analyzing the thermal image for a defect. The highlight factor $\beta$ is a color parameter which is used to provide additional contrast to a pixel of interest $P$ when the pixel of interest $P$ is a potential defect location. The dim factor $\gamma$ is a color parameter which is used to modify the value of a pixel of interest $P$ when the pixel of interest $P$ is a potential...
defect location which has a temperature that does not vary significantly from the mean temperature of the kernel of pixels $K_\text{def}$ in which the pixel of interest $P$ is centered.

The standard deviation factor $\sigma_t$ is a color parameter which relates to the number of standard deviations away from the mean kernel temperature the temperature $T_{\text{def}}$ of the pixel of interest $P$ must be in order for the pixel of interest $P$ to be considered a potential defect location.

In order to correlate values for the color parameters to the color of the coating, the thermal image 210 is manually processed by an operator until the known defect 212 can be located in the processed image 220 by the operator without any false positives. For example, as described above, FIG. 6A shows a thermal image 210 for a coated substrate which has a known defect 212. The thermal image 210 is manually processed by an operator using the controller 104 to adjust the color parameters for the upper temperature threshold factor $\alpha$, the lower temperature threshold factor $\beta$, the kernel size $\delta$, the standard deviation factor $\gamma$, the highlight factor $\delta$, and the dim factor $\eta$. The color parameters are adjusted until the known defect 212 appears in the processed image without any false positives, as shown in FIG. 6B. Accordingly, it should be understood that, in at least one embodiment, the color parameters are experimentally determined. Table 2, shown below, contains examples of color parameters for several coated substrates having different colors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>$z$</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$\gamma$</th>
<th>$\delta$</th>
<th>$\eta$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the color parameters are experimentally determined for a color substrate having a specific color, the color parameters may be stored in a memory operably associated with the controller 104. For example, in one embodiment the color parameters are stored in a look up table (LUT) where the color parameters are indexed according to the color of the coated substrate.

Reference will now be made to FIGS. 1, 7, 8 and 9A-9B to describe a method 300 for detecting defects in a coating utilizing the defect detection system 100 in conjunction with infrared thermography incorporating color-based thermal mismatch.

As described hereinabove, the coated substrates 200 (in this example, painted automobile body panels) are positioned on a conveyor belt 120. In step 302 the color of the coated substrate 200 may be determined and input into the controller 104. In one embodiment the color of the substrate may be determined visually, such as by an operator of the defect detection system who inputs the color of the coated substrate 200 into the controller 104. In another embodiment, the color of the coated substrate 200 may be detected automatically such as with the object detector 130. For example, the object detector 130 may be an optical detector electrically coupled to the controller 104. The optical detector may be operable to detect a barcode affixed to the substrate and encoded with a part identifier as well as the color of the part. The optical detector is operable to read the barcode and send an electrical signal to the controller 104 indicative of the part identifier and the color of the coated substrate. Alternatively, the object detector may be a radio frequency (RF) receiver operable to receive an encoded RF signal indicative of the part identifier and the color of coated substrate from an RF identification tag affixed to the coated substrate. The RF receiver may be operable to pass an electrical signal to the controller indicative of the part identifier and the color of the coated substrate.

After the color of the coated substrate has been determined and relayed to the controller, the coated substrate 200 is passed in front of the defect detection system 100 on the conveyor belt 120. At step 304 the temperature of the coated substrate 200 is manipulated with temperature manipulation devices 106. In the embodiments described herein, the temperature of the coated substrate 200 is manipulated by heating the coated substrate 200 with the temperature manipulation devices 106. More specifically, based on the speed of the conveyor belt 120 (as determined by the conveyor speed detector 140) and the relative positioning of successive colored substrates (as determined by the object detector 130), the controller 104 is programmed to send a control signal to the power controller 105 which switches on the temperature manipulation device 106 when the coated substrate is properly positioned with respect to the defect detection system 100. The temperature manipulation devices are switched on for a predetermined amount of time such that the coated substrates are exposed to a known amount of thermal energy. For example, in one embodiment, the thermal sources are switched on and off such that a 700 msec light pulse is emitted from the temperature manipulation devices 106 thereby increasing the temperature of the substrate by about 5°C to about 7°C.

In a next step 306 a thermal image 240 of the coated substrate 200 is acquired with the thermal detector 102 after the temperature of the coated substrate 200 has been manipulated. An exemplary thermal image 240 is depicted in FIG. 9A. In one embodiment, the thermal image of the coated substrate is captured over a capture time of 100 msec following exposure to the 700 msec light pulse. The thermal image of the coated substrate consists of a plurality of discrete pixels. Each pixel has a gray scale or color value indicative of the temperature of the coated substrate at the pixel location. For example, where gray scale is used as an indicator of temperature, white may be used to indicate the upper end of the temperature scale, black is used to indicate the lower end of the temperature scale, and shades of gray are indicative of intermediate temperatures with relatively darker shades being cooler temperatures and relatively lighter shades being warmer temperatures. Where a color scale is used, red may be indicative of the upper end of the temperature scale while blue is indicative of the lower end of the temperature scale and shades of green, yellow and orange are indicative of increasingly warmer temperatures (e.g., green is cooler than yellow, yellow is cooler than orange). The temperature value of each pixel in the captured thermal image generally corresponds to the temperature of the coated substrate at the corresponding pixel location. An exemplary gray scale thermal image is shown in FIG. 10A. The acquired thermal images are then stored in a memory operatively associated with the controller 104 for further processing. In a next step 308, after the thermal image of the coated substrate 200 has been acquired, the thermal image is processed by the controller 104 to determine the presence of defects. The method of processing the thermal image to identify defects utilizing color based thermal mismatch will be described in more detail with reference to FIG. 8.

Referring now to FIGS. 1, 8 and 9A-9B, the method of processing the thermal image to identify defects in the coated substrate is schematically illustrated in a flow diagram. In an initial step 402, the controller 104 determines values for the
set of color parameters based on the color of the coated substrate identified with the object detector or input into the controller by an operator. The color parameters include the upper temperature threshold factor $\delta$, the lower temperature threshold factor $\delta$, the kernel size $z$, the standard deviation factor $\alpha_z$, the highlight factor $\beta$, and the dim factor $\gamma$. As described hereinabove, each of the color parameters are dependent on the color of the coating applied to the substrate and, as such, vary with the color of the coating applied to the substrate. In the embodiments of the defect detection system 100 for detecting surface and/or subsurface defects described herein, the controller 104 is operable to determine values for the color parameters based on the color of the coating applied to the substrate. For example, in one embodiment, color parameters may be determined from a look-up table (LUT) stored in a memory operably associated with the controller and populated with values of the color parameters which are indexed according to the color of the substrate, as described above. The controller 104 may utilize the color of the coated substrate 200 to determine the proper color parameter values for the specific color applied to the coated substrate.

At step 404, the thermal image 240 is filtered to remove noise from the thermal image. In one embodiment, a Gaussian filter is utilized to remove noise from the image. However, it should be understood that other noise filtering techniques and/or noise filters may be used to filter the image at step 404.

At step 406, the controller 104 is programmed to analyze the thermal image 240 and, based on the temperature of each pixel, determine a maximum temperature $T_{max}$ of the thermal image. Thereafter, at step 407, an upper temperature threshold $T_u$ and a lower temperature threshold $T_l$ are determined based on the lower temperature threshold factor $\delta$ and the upper temperature threshold factor $\theta$. The upper temperature threshold $T_u$ and the lower temperature threshold $T_l$ define a defect temperature range for the specific color of the coating applied to the substrate. The defect temperature range may be bounded by an upper temperature threshold $T_u = T_{max}$ and a lower temperature threshold $T_l = T_{max}$. Both $T_u$ and $T_l$ may be determined in step 407. When the signal value $S_p$ of a pixel (as determined in steps 418 and 420) is greater than the lower temperature threshold $T_l$, the pixel is indicative of a defect location, as described in further detail herein. However, when the signal value $S_p$ of a pixel is less than the lower temperature threshold $T_l$, the pixel is not a defect location. When the signal value $S_p$ of a pixel (as determined in steps 418 and 420) is greater than the upper temperature threshold $T_u$, the pixel is indicative of a thermal mass, such as an agglomeration of metallic flakes embedded in the base coat and/or reflections from the edges of metallic flakes. Under these conditions, the pixel is regarded as a thermal anomaly and disregarded.

At step 408 a kernel of pixels $K_{px}$ for a pixel of interest $P$ is determined based on the kernel size $z$. As noted hereinabove, the kernel size $z$ may vary depending on the specific color of the coating applied to the coated substrate. In general, the kernel size $z$ is an odd integer which relates to how much of an area (i.e., how many adjacent pixels) surrounding a pixel of interest $P$ should be considered when analyzing the thermal image for a defect. The kernel size $z$ generally defines a matrix of pixels having dimensions of $z$ by $z$ and comprising a kernel of pixels $K_{px}$. For example, the color green may have a kernel size of $z=3$ which corresponds to a region of interest comprising a $3\times3$ matrix of pixels where the central pixel is the pixel of interest. FIG. 11 schematically depicts a kernel of pixels $K_{px}$ with a kernel size of $z=3$ where pixel 602 is the pixel of interest $P$ and pixels 603-610 form the kernel of pixels $K_{px}$. Accordingly, at step 408, the controller 104 is programmed to determine the kernel size for a pixel of interest $P$ in the thermal image based on the color of the coating applied to the substrate.

At step 410, the mean temperature of the pixels in the kernel $K_{px}$ is calculated based on the temperature of each pixel in the kernel of pixels. The mean temperature $T_p$ of the pixels may be expressed as:

$$ T_p = \frac{\sum_{K_{px}} I_i}{|K_{px}|} $$

At step 412 the standard deviation in the temperature of the kernel $K_{px}$ is calculated based on the temperature of each pixel in the kernel of pixels and the mean temperature $T_p$ of the pixels in the kernel of pixels as determined in step 410. The standard deviation $\sigma_p$ in the temperature of the kernel of pixels may be expressed as:

$$ \sigma_p = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{K_{px}} (I_i - T_p)^2}{|K_{px}| - 1}} $$

At step 414 the temperature difference $\Delta_p$ between the temperature $T_p$ of the pixel of interest $P$ (i.e., the pixel at the center of the kernel of pixels $K_{px}$) and the mean temperature $T_p$ of the kernel of pixels may be determined by subtracting the mean temperature $T_p$ from the temperature difference $\Delta_p$ such that:

$$ \Delta_p = T_p - T_p $$

The value of $\Delta_p$ provides an indication of whether the temperature of the pixels surrounding the pixel of interest $P$ varies significantly and, as such, provides an indication of whether the pixel of interest $P$ is a potential defect location due to temperature variations which result from the differences of the thermal effusivity and thermal diffusivity at the pixel of interest $P$ and the kernel of pixels $K_{px}$.

At step 416 the temperature difference $\Delta_p$ is compared to the standard deviation $\sigma_p$ of the temperature of the kernel of pixels $K_{px}$, as multiplied by the standard deviation factor $\alpha$. The standard deviation $\alpha$ is a color parameter which relates to the number of standard deviations away from the mean temperature $T_p$ that the temperature $T_p$ remains a potential defect location. As with the other color parameters, the standard deviation factor $\alpha$ varies with the color of the coating applied to the substrate.

When the temperature difference $\Delta_p$ is greater than or equal to $\alpha \sigma_p$ (i.e., when $\Delta_p \geq \alpha \sigma_p$), the pixel of interest $P$ is a potential defect location and the method proceeds to step 418 where the signal value $S_p$ of the pixel of interest $P$ is set. More specifically, at step 418, the signal value $S_p$ of the pixel of interest $P$ is set to the product of the highlight factor $\beta$ and the temperature $T_p$ of the pixel of interest $P$ (i.e., $S_p = \beta T_p$). As described above, the highlight factor $\beta$ is a color parameter which is used to provide additional contrast to a pixel of interest $P$ when the pixel of interest $P$ is a potential defect location. In the embodiments described herein the highlight factor $\beta$ is dependent on the color of the coating applied to the substrate.

Alternatively, when the temperature difference $\Delta_p$ is less than $\alpha \sigma_p$ (i.e., when $\Delta_p < \alpha \sigma_p$), the temperature $T_p$ of the pixel of interest $P$ does not vary significantly from the mean temperature of the kernel of pixels $K_{px}$. However, the pixel of
The method for determining the presence of defects utilizing color-based thermal mismatch have been described herein as being used in conjunction with a system for identifying defects. However, it should also be understood that the methods may be utilized apart from the system for detecting thermal defects. For example, the defect detection system may be used to capture a thermal image of the coated substrate while analysis of the thermal image may be performed with a separate system such as, for example, a separate computer system.

It should now be understood that the methods and systems described herein may be used to detect defects in coated substrates including, without limitation, paint coatings applied to metal, plastic or composite automobile components. Further, the systems and methods described herein may be used in conjunction with automated or semi-automated production lines as a quality control measure to reduce or mitigate the occurrence of defects in coatings applied to a substrate.

The systems and methods described herein may be used to determine the presence of defects in a coated substrate based on the color of the coated substrate. Utilizing the color of the coating applied to the substrate in conjunction with the principles of thermal mismatch improves the defect resolution capabilities of the systems and methods which, in turn, reduces the occurrence of false positives and improves the accuracy of defect detection.

It is noted that the terms “substantially” and “about” may be utilized herein to represent the inherent degree of uncertainty that may be attributed to any quantitative comparison, value, measurement, or other representation. These terms are
also utilized herein to represent the degree by which a quantitative representation may vary from a stated reference without resulting in a change in the basic function of the subject matter at issue.

While particular embodiments have been illustrated and described herein, it should be understood that various other changes and modifications may be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the claimed subject matter. Moreover, although various aspects of the claimed subject matter have been described herein, such aspects need not be utilized in combination. Accordingly, it is therefore intended that the appended claims cover all such changes and modifications that are within the scope of the claimed subject matter.

What is claimed is:

1. A method of analyzing a thermal image of a coated substrate to determine the presence of defects, the method comprising:
   determining a color of the coated substrate;
   determining a maximum temperature range of a coated substrate from a thermal image;
   determining a defect temperature range of the coated substrate based on the color and the maximum temperature; identifying a pixel of interest; and processing the thermal image by:
   a) determining a signal value of the pixel of interest based on:
      a temperature of the pixel of interest;
      temperatures of pixels in a kernel of pixels surrounding the pixel of interest; and
      the color of the coated substrate; and
   b) comparing the signal value to a lower temperature threshold and an upper temperature threshold of the defect temperature range, wherein the pixel of interest is a defect location when the signal value of the pixel of interest is greater than or equal to the lower temperature threshold and less than the upper temperature threshold.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein processing the thermal image further comprises:
   c) setting the signal value of the pixel of interest to a defect value when the pixel of interest is a defect; and
   d) setting the signal value of the pixel of interest to a non-defect value when the pixel of interest is not a defect.

3. The method of claim 2 further comprising repeating steps a), b), c), and d) for each pixel in the thermal image.

4. The method of claim 3 further comprising presenting a processed thermal image comprising pixels having defect values and pixels having non-defect values.

5. A method for detecting defects in a coated substrate comprising:
   determining a color of the coated substrate;
   manipulating a temperature of the coated substrate;
   acquiring a thermal image of the coated substrate;
   determining a maximum temperature of the coated substrate from the thermal image;
   determining a defect temperature range based on the color of the coated substrate and the maximum temperature of the coated substrate; and processing the thermal image by:
   a) determining a signal value of a pixel of interest based on:
      a temperature of the pixel of interest;
      temperatures of pixels in a kernel of pixels surrounding the pixel of interest; and
      the color of the coated substrate; and
   b) comparing the signal value of the pixel of interest to a lower temperature threshold and an upper temperature threshold of the defect temperature range, wherein the pixel of interest is a defect location when the signal value of the pixel of interest is greater than or equal to the lower temperature threshold and less than the upper temperature threshold.

6. The method of claim 5 wherein the signal value of the pixel of interest is determined by:
   determining a mean temperature of the kernel of pixels;
   determining a standard deviation of the temperature of the kernel of pixels from the mean temperature;
   determining a temperature difference between the temperature of the pixel of interest and the mean temperature; and
   comparing the temperature difference to a product of the standard deviation and a standard deviation factor, wherein:
   when the temperature difference is greater than or equal to the product of the standard deviation and the standard deviation factor, the signal value of the pixel of interest is equal to the product of the temperature of the pixel of interest and a high dim factor; when the temperature difference is less than the product of the standard deviation and the standard deviation factor, the signal value of the pixel of interest is equal to the product of the temperature of the pixel of interest and a dim factor; and
   the standard deviation factor, the high dim factor and the dim factor are dependent on the color of the coated substrate.

7. The method of claim 5 wherein a size of the kernel of pixels surrounding the pixel of interest is dependent on the color of the coated substrate.

8. The method of claim 5 wherein processing the thermal image further comprises:
   c) setting the signal value of the pixel of interest to a defect value when the pixel of interest is a defect; and
   d) setting the signal value of the pixel of interest to a non-defect value when the pixel of interest is not a defect.

9. The method of claim 5 further comprising repeating steps a), b), c), and d) for each pixel in the thermal image.

10. The method of claim 9 further comprising presenting a processed thermal image comprising pixels having defect values and pixels having non-defect values.

11. The method of claim 10 further comprising filtering the processed thermal image to remove defects having a size below a defect size threshold.

12. A defect detection system for detecting a defect in a coated substrate comprising a thermal detector electrically coupled to a controller and at least one temperature manipulation device coupled to the controller, wherein the controller is programmed to:
   receive an input indicative of a color of the coated substrate;
   manipulate a temperature of the coated substrate with the temperature manipulation device;
   acquire a thermal image of the coated substrate with the thermal detector;
   determine a maximum temperature of the coated substrate from the thermal image;
   determine a defect temperature range based on the color of the coated substrate and the maximum temperature of the coated substrate; and
   identify a pixel of interest; and
process the thermal image by:
a) determining a signal value of the pixel of interest based on:
   temperatures of the pixel of interest;
   temperatures of pixels in a kernel of pixels surrounding the pixel of interest; and
   the color of the coated substrate; and
b) comparing the signal value of the pixel of interest to a lower temperature threshold and an upper temperature threshold of the defect temperature range, wherein the pixel of interest is a defect location when the signal value of the pixel of interest is greater than or equal to the lower temperature threshold and less than the upper temperature threshold.

13. The defect detection system of claim 12 wherein the defect detection system further comprises an object detector electrically coupled to the controller.

14. The defect detection system of claim 13 wherein the object detector is operable to output a signal to the controller indicative of the color of the coated substrate.

15. The defect detection system of claim 12 wherein the controller is further programmed to determine the signal value of the pixel of interest by:
   determining a mean temperature of the kernel of pixels; determining a standard deviation of the temperature of the kernel of pixels from the mean temperature; determining a temperature difference between the temperature of the pixel of interest and the mean temperature; and
   comparing the temperature difference to a product of the standard deviation and a standard deviation factor, wherein:
   when the temperature difference is greater than or equal to the product of the standard deviation and the standard deviation factor, the signal value of the pixel of interest is equal to the product of the temperature of the pixel of interest and a highlight factor; when the temperature difference is less than the product of the standard deviation and the standard deviation factor, the signal value of the pixel of interest is equal to the product of the temperature of the pixel of interest and a dim factor; and
   the standard deviation factor, the highlight factor and the dim factor are dependent on the color of the coated substrate.

16. The defect detection system of claim 12 wherein the controller is further programmed to determine a size of the kernel of pixels surrounding the pixel of interest based on the color of the coated substrate.

17. The defect detection system of claim 12 wherein the controller is further programmed to process the thermal image by:
   c) setting the signal value of the pixel of interest to a defect value when the pixel of interest is a defect; and
d) setting the signal value of the pixel of interest to a non-defect value when the pixel of interest is not a defect.

18. The defect detection system of claim 17 wherein the controller is further programmed to repeat steps a), b), c), and d) for each pixel in the thermal image.

19. The defect detection system of claim 18 wherein the controller is further programmed to output a processed thermal image comprising pixels having defect values and pixels having non-defect values.

20. The defect detection system of claim 19 wherein the controller is further programmed to filter the processed thermal image to remove defects having a size below a defect size threshold.

* * * * *